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Abstract Group communication is the basic infrastructure
for implementing fault-tolerant replicated servers. While
group communication is well understood in the context of
static groups (in which the membership does not change),
current specifications of dynamic group communication (in
which processes can join and leave groups during the computation) have not yet reached the same level of maturity.
The paper proposes new specifications – in the primary
partition model – for dynamic reliable broadcast (simply
called “reliable multicast”), dynamic atomic broadcast (simply called “atomic multicast”) and group membership. In the
special case of a static system, the new specifications are
identical to the well known static specifications. Interestingly, not only are these new specifications “syntactically”
close to the static specifications, but they are also ”semantically” close to the dynamic specifications proposed in the
literature. We believe that this should contribute to clarify
a topic that has always been difficult to understand by outsiders.
Finally, the paper shows how to solve atomic multicast,
group membership and reliable broadcast. The solution of
atomic multicast is close to the (static) atomic broadcast solution based on reduction to consensus. Group membership
is solved using atomic multicast. Reliable multicast can be
efficiently solved by relying on a thrifty generic multicast
algorithm.
Keywords Group communication · Dynamic group ·
Specification · Reliable broadcast · Atomic broadcast ·
Group membership

1 Introduction
Fault-tolerance in distributed systems is ensured by replication, which is traditionally implemented on top of a group
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communication infrastructure. Reliable broadcast – which
ensures that all correct processes or none of them deliver a
given message – and atomic broadcast – which in addition
to the properties of reliable broadcast orders messages – are
examples of group communication primitives. These primitives provide the right level of abstraction for implementing replicated (fault-tolerant) services. For example, atomic
broadcast is the adequate group communication primitives
for active replication (also called state machine approach
[25]). Group communication also addresses the need of passive replication, as shown in [13, 19].
Group communication is well understood in the context
of a static groups, in which the membership of a group does
not change. The specification of static group communication primitives can be found in [14], and an implementation
of reliable broadcast and atomic broadcast is discussed for
example in [4]. However, a static group has practical limitations. Consider for example a replicated server with three
replicas s1 , s2 , s3 . If s3 crashes, the probability for the service
to be permanently available decreases. To increase this probability a new replica s4 must be created to replace s3 . This
requires dynamic group communication. However, despite
the recent good survey by Chockler et al. [6], dynamic group
communication has not yet reached the level of maturity of
static group communication. The goal of this paper is to contribute to a better understanding of dynamic group communication. Note that the paper only considers processes that
fail by crashing (no Byzantine processes).
The key component of a dynamic group is the group
membership service, which is responsible for adding and
removing processes during the computation [7, 22]. In
this paper we consider only the so called primary partition
membership problem. Group membership is strongly related
to view synchrony, a property ensuring that processes deliver
the same set of messages between two membership changes
[3, 23]. However, despite the fact that view synchrony
(with dynamic groups) and reliable broadcast (with static
groups) are related, their specifications are quite different.
The same holds for the specification of atomic broadcast in
a static vs. in dynamic setting (atomic broadcast is usually
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specified as an extension of reliable broadcast, respt. view
synchrony).The paper shows that the gap between static and
dynamic specifications is not ineluctable, by proposing new
specifications for dynamic group communication that map
to the standard static specifications in the special case when
the group membership does not change. The paper also
proposes a specification of the group membership problem
that differs from the existing specifications. Contrary to
existing specifications, all membership changes, including
the exclusion of a process that is suspected to have crashed,
result from explicit invocations of membership change
primitives. This approach allows us to simply specify the
group membership problem by properties derived from
those of dynamic atomic broadcast.
The interesting feature of the new specifications is not
only that they are syntactically close to the standard static
specifications, but also that they are semantically close to
the dynamic specifications proposed in the literature [6]. In
our opinion, this is the most important contribution of the
paper. However, new specifications without implementation
is not satisfactory: the question of solvability must be addressed. The paper shows that traditional static solutions can
be extended to solve the dynamic problems: dynamic atomic
broadcast can be solved by reduction to consensus, similarly to (static) atomic broadcast [4]. We show that group
membership can be solved using dynamic atomic broadcast.
The solution of dynamic atomic broadcast trivially solves
dynamic reliable broadcast. However, the solution is inefficient. We discuss a more efficient solution, based on the use
of generic broadcast [1, 20, 21].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is
devoted to the specifications of dynamic reliable broadcast,
dynamic atomic broadcast and group membership. Section 3
compares our new specifications with those in the recent survey by Chockler et al. [6]. Section 4 solves dynamic atomic
broadcast and group membership, and proves the correctness
of the solution. Section 5 extends the solution to dynamic reliable broadcast. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Specification of dynamic group communication
In this section we define dynamic reliable broadcast, dynamic atomic broadcast and group membership. In order to
shorten names, we call dynamic reliable broadcast simply
atomic “multicast”, and dynamic atomic broadcast simply
reliable “multicast”. We adopt the same presentation order
as in [14]: we define reliable multicast first, and then extend
it to atomic multicast. We start with a preliminary discussion
and some definitions.

2.1 Preliminary discussion
Contrary to the specification of static group communication
concerned only with communication primitives, the specification of dynamic group communication has two parts: a
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communication primitives part, and another part dedicated
to group membership changes. There are two options here:
one is to specify communication primitives first, the other is
to specify membership changes first.
Quite universally, e.g., [6], the membership part is specified first. This choice can be explained by existing implementations, in which the group membership layer is the
basic layer of group communication stacks. Indeed, if the
group membership layer is beneath the group communication layers in protocol stacks, it is quite natural to specify
the group membership problem first (and the communication primitives in a second step). The paper takes a slightly
different approach motivated by the following arguments:
– Justification of membership changes: Consider atomic
broadcast, defined by abroadcast and adeliver. If some
process executes adeliver(m), it seems obvious to require that some process has executed previously abroadcast(m): adeliver(m) can be explained (or justified) by
abroadcast(m). This seems quite natural in the context
of atomic broadcast. However, for historical reasons, the
situation is different in the context of the specification
of group membership, where most existing specifications
do not justify all membership changes, i.e., inclusions
and exclusions.1 Our opinion is that group membership
specifications become more “natural” if all group membership changes (inclusions and exclusions) are justified.
This can be done by introducing primitives to add and
remove processes to/from a group. Note that the reason
for adding or removing a process is not part of the specification. This is similar to atomic broadcast, where the
specification of atomic broadcast does not explain why
some process executes atomic broadcast. The decision to
issue atomic broadcast is left to the application that uses
the group communication infrastructure. In the same way,
the decision to add or remove a process to/from a group
is left to the application. We advocate this separation of
concern (see [24] for a more extensive discussion).
– Simplicity: One of the properties usually required from
a primary partition membership service is that, for all i,
processes agree on the ith membership of the group. This
agreement property, together with the requirement that
membership changes are justified by invocations to add
or remove a process, leads to a problem that has a strong
flavor of atomic multicast. So, a simple solution is to derive the specification of the group membership problem
from the specification of atomic multicast.
These two arguments lead us to specify atomic broadcast first, and group membership in a second step. However,
the specification of group membership that we give below
is independent of the specification of atomic broadcast. So,
our presentation order does not enforce a dependency order
between atomic multicast and group membership: nothing
prevents, once these two specifications are understood, to
1 Some specifications, e.g., [16] and [11], justify view changes using oracles or internal events, i.e., events not under the control of the
application.
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switch them. However, this is not done here, as it would not
add any benefit.2

2.2 Definitions
We consider a distributed system composed of processes
taken from a finite set :  is the set of all possible processes (the universe of processes). A group g consists of a
subset of . The processes in g are said to be the members
of the group. The membership of g can change over time.
2.2.1 View
We use the standard notion of view to refer to the successive membership of a group. As commonly done, we define a view to be a tuple v = (i, S), where i is an integer, and S is a non-empty subset of : the integer i is the
identifier of view v, and S is the membership of v. A priori,
i.e., before the specification of group membership, we do
not put any constraints on views. So, we need a notation to
distinguish the views perceived by different processes: we
denote by v p = (i p , S p ) the view of p with identifier i p .
Given two processes p and q, their views v p = (i p , S p ) and
v q = (i q , S q ) are equal if i p = i q and S p = S q . Moreover,
we introduce the following terminology:
– Process p is in view v (or simply p is in v): Given view
v = (i, S), we say that p is in view v if p ∈ S.
– View installation: The event by which a process changes
its view is called view installation.
– The view of process p is v: We say that the view of process
p is v, after p has installed view v and before p installs
another view.
– Event e occurs in view v: We say that event e occurs on
process p in view v if event e occurs while the view of p
is v.
– View v is the last view of p: We say that view v is the last
view of p if p does not install any view after v.
2.2.2 g-correct vs. g-faulty process
Specifications of static group communication distinguish
correct processes (processes that never crash) and faulty processes (processes that crash): obligations in the specifications (i.e., the obligation to delivery messages) are put on
correct processes. This is comes from the fact that static
specifications implicitly assume one single group and all
processes are members of this group. So a correct process
is always a member of this single group.
This is no more the case with dynamic groups, even if
we consider one single dynamic group g: we can have correct processes not member of g. A correct process p not in
2

Note that [18] also specifies atomic broadcast before group membership (and uses atomic broadcast to implement group membership).
However, contrary to this paper, the specification of group membership
does not require process exclusions to be justified.
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g has no obligation with respect to messages broadcast to g.
So, dynamic group communication cannot be specified by
putting requirements on correct processes. Instead, the requirements must be put on processes that are member of g
but do not crash. We formalize this in the context of some
group g, by introducing the notions of g-correct process and
g-faulty process. The definition of g-correct and g-faulty is
in two steps. Given a view v of g, we define first the notions
v-correct process and v-faulty process.
– v-correct process: Consider some view v with process p
in v. We say that process p is v-correct if:
(i) p installs view v, and
(ii) p does not crash while its view is v, and
(iii) if v is not the last view of some process in v, then
∃ view v  installed immediately after v by some process in v such that p is in v  .
A process that is not v-correct is v-faulty. Although this
definition does not subsumes the primary partition model (in
which processes agree on the sequence of views), the definition can easily be understood in the context of the primary
partition model. Consider that processes p, q, r all install
view v = (0, { p, q, r }), and that process p installs view
v  = (1, { p, q}). According to our definition, process p is
v-correct. Moreover, since q is in v  , process q is v-correct
unless it crashes in v. What about process r ? If we assume
the primary partition model, the only view that q and r can
install after v is also v  . Since r is not in v  , r is v-faulty. So,
to be v-correct, a process must not crash in v and be in the
next view.
The notion of v-correct process allows us to define
the notion of g-correct process. Intuitively, process p is
g-correct if p is v-correct in all its views. Formally:
– g-correct process: Consider a group g, process p with
p
p
vinit the initial view of p for g, and p in vinit . We say that
p
p is g-correct if (i) p is vinit -correct, and (ii) there exists

no view v such that (a) p is in v  and (b) p is v  -faulty.
A process that is not g-correct is g-faulty. As for the definition of v-correct, this definition does not assume a primary
partition membership model. In the primary partition membership model, according to this definition, a process p is
p
g-correct if p, after having installed its initial view vinit , (i) is
never removed from the group, (ii) installs all the subsequent
views that are defined, and (iii) never crashes. A process that
crashes or is removed from the group is g-faulty. Note that
this does not mean that a g-faulty process has crashed.
2.2.3 Static group
A static group is a special case of our dynamic model with
one single group g, and v0 = (0, S0 ), S0 ⊆ , the first and
the last view of group g. If we apply the above definition
to this static case, we have that p is g-correct if and only
if p is correct. So, in the special case of static groups, our
definition of a g-correct process is the usual definition of a
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correct process. Moreover, p is v0 -correct if and only if p
is correct. These equivalences will allow us to compare our
dynamic group communication specifications with the usual
static specifications.

2.3 List of primitives
In order to make the specification sections easier to read,
here is the full list of primitives considered below:
– rmulticast and rdeliver, used to define reliable multicast;
– amulticast and adeliver, used to define atomic multicast;
– join-inv and join-exec, used to define group membership
(to add a process);
– leave-inv and leave-exec, used to define group membership (to remove a process);
– init, used in the context of group membership (to initialize
the view of a process).

2.4 Reliable multicast: first attempt
The definition of (static) reliable broadcast assumes the
static group model. Our definition of reliable multicast considers the dynamic model with views and some implicit
group g. Reliable multicast is defined by the two primitives
rmulticast and rdeliver, and – as a first attempt – the following three properties:3
R1 Validity: If a g-correct process executes rmulticast(m),
then it eventually rdelivers m.
R2 Uniform Agreement: If a process p rdelivers m in view
v p , then all processes that are v p -correct eventually
rdeliver m.
R3 Uniform Integrity: For any message m, (i) every process
rdelivers m at most once, and (ii) only if m was previously rmulticast by sender (m).4
This definition has a problem. It allows runs in which
the specification is satisfied with respect to some process p,
and violated with respect to some other process q. Consider
the following example in which no process crashes. View
v0 = (0, { p, q}) is the initial view of the group and
– process p executes rmulticast(m) and later rdelivers m in
view v0 ,
– process q installs view v1 = (1, { p, q, r }) and rdelivers
m in view v1 = (1, { p, q, r }),
– process r installs view v1 = (1, { p, q, r }) and never
rdelivers m. No other view is defined and r does not crash.
Since r does not crash, r is v1 -correct.
3 All the broadcast primitives that we define in this section are uniform [14]. To simplify the notation, we drop the word “uniform” from
the various broadcast types. Non uniform primitives are discussed in
Sect. 2.9.
4 As usual, since every process can multicast several messages, we
assume that every message has an identifier field that makes every message that is multicast unique.
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In this example, the above specification is satisfied for p
(q has rdelivered m), but not for q (r is v1 -correct, q has
rdelivered m in view v1 , but r never rdelivers m).

2.5 Reliable multicast: second attempt
To avoid the above problem, we add a property that requires
message m to be delivered by all processes in the same view:
R4 Uniform Same View Delivery: If two processes p and
q rdeliver m in view v p (for p) and v q (for q), then
v p = vq .
Altogether, we define reliable multicast by the following
properties: Validity, Uniform Agreement, Uniform Integrity
and Same View Delivery.
It is easy to see that our definition of reliable multicast
is a generalization of (static) reliable broadcast. If the group
is static, i.e., if the view never changes, then the Same
View Delivery property is trivially satisfied. Moreover,
since v0 -correct and g-correct reduce to “correct”, the
other properties are identical to those that define reliable
broadcast [14]. So, if the group is static, reliable multicast
is equivalent to (static) reliable broadcast.

2.6 Atomic multicast
We define atomic multicast by the two primitives amulticast
and adeliver, and – similarly to [14] for static groups – by
the properties R1–R4 that define reliable multicast,5 plus an
additional ordering property. For this last property, we take
the definition in [1] – which contrary to the order property
in [14] forbids “holes” in the delivery sequence of messages.
However, we must adapt the definition in [1] since dynamic
joining of processes poses a specific problem: we do not
want process p to have to deliver messages delivered before
p has joined the group. We express this using views:
A5 Uniform Total Order: If some process (whether gcorrect or g-faulty) adelivers message m in view v before it adelivers message m  , then every process p in v,
adelivers m  only after it has adelivered m.
To illustrate A5, consider some process q that has
adelivered m in view v, and later m  in view v  (possibly
v = v  ). If p has adelivered m  , and p is in v, then p has
joined the group before the delivery of m, and consequently
p must adeliver m. If p is not in v and has adelivered m  ,
then p has joined the group after the delivery of m, and does
not have to adeliver m.
As for reliable multicast, if the group is static, atomic
multicast is equivalent to (static) atomic broadcast.
5 In these properties rmulticast must be replaced with amulticast
and rdeliver with adeliver.
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2.7 Group membership
2.7.1 Specification based on join and leave requests
To complete the definition of dynamic group communication, we need to specify how views change, i.e., we need
to specify the group membership problem. We consider the
most basic specification, with only two operations: one to
add a process to the group, and one to remove a process from
the group.We call these operations join, respectively leave.
The join and leave operations are the only means to modify the membership. So, events such as process crashes, failure suspicions or similar events do not appear in our specification. This allows a clear separation of concerns between
the question of why a process is excluded and the question
of how it is excluded. As explained in Sect. 2.1, our specification addresses the second issue.
Process p requests to add process r to the group by
invoking the operation join(r ). However, the view only
changes when the join(r ) operation is scheduled for execution. In other words, process r is included in the view of
some process q (possibly q = p) when q executes join(r ).
Similarly, process p requests to remove r from the group by
invoking the operation leave(r ), and the view changes once
the operation is scheduled for execution: process r is removed from the view of process q when q executes leave(r ).
2.7.2 Notation
We introduce the following notation. The “invocation” of
the operation join (respt. leave) is denoted by join-inv (respt. leave-inv). The “execution” of the operation join (respt. leave) is denoted by join-exec (respt. leave-exec). Upon
occurrence of join-exec(x) at process p in view v =
(i, S), the view of p atomically becomes (i+1, S∪{x}). So,
join-exec(x) is the last event in view v for p. Upon occurrence of leave-exec(x) at process p in view v = (i, S), the
view of p atomically becomes (i+1, S−{x}): leave-exec(x)
is the last event in view v for p. The notation join-exec()v
(respt. leave-exec()v ) is used to denote that the execution of
join (respt. leave) leads to the view v. When process p executes join-exec()v or leave-exec()v , we say that p installs
view v (see Sect. 2.2).
2.7.3 Specification
We want join-exec and leave-exec to be executed in the same
total order by all processes. This can be easily specified by
relying on the properties of atomic multicast:
– we map join-inv(x), x ∈ , to amulticast(add(x)), and
adeliver(add(x)) to join-exec(x).
– we map leave-inv(x), x ∈ , to amulticast(r emove(x)),
and adeliver(remove(x)) to leave-exec(x).
With this mapping, we specify the group membership problem for some implicit group g by the properties
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R1–R4, A5 of atomic multicast, plus an additional initialization property G0. Property G0 defines the initial view of
process p to be either the initial view v0 of the group, or a
view v installed by some other process q:
G0 GM Initialization: The initial view of the group is v0 =
(0, S0 ), S0 ⊆ . For every process p, its initial view v,
defined by the execution of the primitive init v , is such
that (i) p is in view v, and (ii) either v = v0 or there
exists a process q different from p that installs view v.
GR1 GM Validity: If a g-correct process executes
join-inv(x) (respt. leave-inv(x)), then it eventually
executes join-exec(x) (respt. leave-exec(x)).
GR2 GM Uniform Agreement: If a process p executes
join-exec(x) (respt. leave-exec(x)) in view v p , then
all processes that are v p -correct eventually execute
join-exec(x) (respt. leave-exec(x)).
GR3 GM Uniform Integrity: For any process p, every process q executes join-exec( p) (respt. leave-exec( p)) at
most once, and only if join-inv( p) (respt. leave-inv( p))
was previously invoked.
GR4 GM Uniform Same View Delivery: If two processes p
and q execute join-exec(x) (respt. leave-exec(x)) in view
v p (for p) and v q (for q), then v p = v q .
GA5 GM Uniform Total Order: Let op(x) denote either
join-exec(x) or leave-exec(x). If some process (whether
g-correct or g-faulty) executes op(x) in view v before
it executes op(y), then every process p in v, executes
op(y) only after it has executed op(x).
Remark 1 GR3 prevents join-exec(x), respt. leave-exec(x),
to be executed more than once. This prevents fictitious
view changes (view changes where the old and the new
view have the same membership). Consider for example
view v = (i, { p, q, r }) and processes p, q both invoking
leave-inv(r ) in view v. GR3 requires leave-exec(r ) to be executed only once. This prevents to have a first view change
from (i, { p, q, r }) to (i + 1, { p, q}), followed by a second
view change from (i + 1, { p, q}) to (i + 2, { p, q}).
Remark 2 The ordering property GA5 is actually redundant.
It is easy to show that GA5 follows from GR4. The proof
is by contradiction. Assume that process q executes op(x)
in view v before executing op(y) in view v  , and process
p in v executes op(y) before executing op(x). Let i be the
identifier of view v, and i  the identifier of view v  . Since q
executes op(x) before op(y), we have i < i  (*). By the Uniform Same View Delivery property GR4, p executes op(x)
in view v and op(y) in view v  . Since p executes op(x) before op(y), we have i  < i: a contradiction with (*).
Remark 3 We define init (i,S) followed immediately by
join-exec(x) (i.e., no message broadcast or delivered inbetween) to be equivalent to init (i+1,S∪{x}) . This property is
exploited by the implementation in Sect. 4.
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2.8 Examples
We illustrate now our specifications on a few examples (in
the context of one implicit group g).
Example 1 In the first example, the initial view is
v0 = (0, { p, q}), no process crashes, and all processes
are g-correct. Message m is amulticast in view v0 by
process p and adelivered in view (1, { p, q, r }):
– local history of p:
init (0,{ p,q}) ; amulticast(m); join-exec(r )(1,{ p,q,r }) ; adeliver(m)
– local history of q:
init (0,{ p,q}) ; join-inv(r );
join-exec(r )(1,{ p,q,r }) ; adeliver(m)
− local history of r :
init (1,{ p,q,r }) ;
adeliver(m)

In this example, process q executes join-inv(r ) to add
process r . Process q may have done so based on its own
initiative, in order to increase the size of the group. Or process q may have done so because it was contacted by r that
wanted to join the group. The exact reason is outside the
scope of our specifications. Moreover, if p was contacted by
r , the life of r before being member of the group is outside
of our model.
Example 2 The second example shows a process r that is
g-faulty because of the execution of leave-exec(r ): process
r is v0 -faulty with v0 = (0, { p, q, r }) since it is not member
of the next view (1, { p, q}). Being v0 -faulty, process r has
no obligation to deliver m. Processes p and q are g-correct:
–local history of p:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; amulticast(m); adeliver(m); leave-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
–local history of q:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; leave-inv(r ); adeliver(m); leave-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
– local history of r :
init (0,{ p,q,r })

Example 3 The following history, slightly changed with respect to Example 2, is also allowed by the specification. Our
specifications do not restrict the behavior of g-faulty processes. The g-faulty process r may deliver m and install view
(1, { p, q}):
– local history of p:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; amulticast(m); adeliver(m); leave-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
– local history of q:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; leave-inv(r ); adeliver(m); leave-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
– local history of r :
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ;
adeliver(m); leave-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})

Example 4 This example shows a process r that crashes.
Our specification does not require r to be removed for the
group. The following history is allowed by the specification:
– local history of p: init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; amulticast(m);adeliver(m)
– local history of q: init (0,{ p,q,r }) ;
adeliver(m)
– local history of r : init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; crash
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Example 5 Consider again the crash of process r in
Example 4. Even though our specification does not require
r to be removed from the group, the application (i.e., the
software that issues amulticast, join-inv and leave-inv) may
suspect the crash of r (using whatever mechanism) and ask
to remove r . This could lead to the following history:6
– local history of p:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; amcast(m); adlvr(m); lv-inv(r ); lv-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
– local history of q:
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ;
adlvr(m);
lv-exec(r )(1,{ p,q})
– local history of r :
init (0,{ p,q,r }) ; crash

2.9 Uniform vs. non uniform specifications
As mentioned in Sect. 3, the specifications given for reliable
multicast, atomic multicast are uniform. Some of the uniform properties could be weaken to non uniform properties,
by simply requiring the properties to hold only for g-correct
processes:
R2a Agreement: If a g-correct process p rdelivers m in
view v p , then all processes that are v p -correct eventually rdeliver m.
R3a Integrity: For any message m, (i) every g-correct process rdelivers m at most once, and (ii) only if m was
previously rmulticast by sender(m).
R4a Same View Delivery: If two g-correct processes p and
q rdeliver m in view v p (for p) and v q (for q), then
v p = vq .
A5a Total Order: If some g-correct process adelivers message m in view v before it adelivers message m  , then
every process p in v, adelivers m  only after it has
adelivered m.
Are non uniform properties desirable, and what are their
advantages over uniform specifications? Non uniform specifications have an advantage only if they allow for less
costly implementation. This is however not always the case.
Défago et al. [8] show the following result for (static) atomic
broadcast: any algorithms that solves non uniform atomic
broadcast with the failure detectors 3P (respt. S , 3S ) [4],
solves also the uniform version of atomic broadcast with 3P
(respt. S , 3S ).7 So, in this context, non uniform specifications do not provide any advantage.
However, existing group communication system do provide non uniform communication primitives that are less
costly than the uniform ones. This is possible because these
systems rely on a different system model, called process
controlled crash. This model gives the ability to processes to
kill other processes (see [8]). However, in this context, non
uniform primitives can have drawbacks that balance their efficiency. They can lead a faulty process, before it crashes, to
6 To have the history fit on one line, the name of the primitives have
been shortened, e.g., amulticast → amcast, adeliver → adlvr .
7 The result was initially established for consensus in [12].
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disseminate information in the system based on an inconsistent state. As a result, the whole system state can become
inconsistent.
Finally, even though our model allows us to force a process to become g-faulty (by removing the process from the
group), the model that we use in Sect. 4 to implement our
specifications, together with the failure detectors 3P , S or
3S , does not allow us to exploit the non uniform properties.
The argument is basically the same as the one given in [8]
for (static) atomic broadcast. Interestingly, this shows that
contrary to a common belief, it is not the ability to force
processes to become faulty (or g-faulty) that allows the exploitation of non uniform specifications. The exploitation
of non uniform specifications is only possible if the atomic
broadcast algorithm has the right to force processes to become faulty (or g-faulty). We do not allow this. In our specification, removing processes from the group is not under the
control of the atomic broadcast algorithm.

3 Comparison with current specifications
We compare now the above specifications with those of
Chockler et al. [6]. The paper surveys over thirty published
group communication specifications. As stated by the authors, the goal is to serve as a unifying framework for the
comparison of group communication systems. So, the comparison of our specifications with those of Chockler et al.
indirectly allows the comparison of our specifications with
those surveyed in [6]. Note however that the specifications
in [6] have a broader scope: they address group communication in the primary partition model and in the partitionable
model. The comparison below is with the subset of [6] that
is relevant to the primary partition model.
We discuss the properties in the same order as in [6]: first
safety and then liveness properties. The safety properties in
[6] start with the properties of group membership.

3.1 Group membership safety properties
In [6], the safety properties of group membership are split
into (1) basic and (2) primary vs. partitionable properties.
There are three basic properties:8
– Property 3.1 (Self Inclusion): If process p installs view
v, then p is a member of v.
The property is uniform (it must hold also for faulty –
or g-faulty – processes). Our specification, which is non
uniform with respect to self inclusion, is weaker. We explain
why.
By our Initialization property G0, the initial view of a
process satisfies the Self Inclusion property. Self Inclusion
is also satisfied by all subsequent views installed by some
8 We give only the informal specification of [6]. For additional information, please refer to [6].
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process p, until p is removed from the group. Our specification does not prevent a g-faulty process p (i.e., a process removed from the group) to install a view that does not include
it. This can be useful: it allows the process that is removed
to know when this removal exactly takes place.
– Property 3.2 (Local Monotonicity): If a process p installs view v after installing view v  , then the identifier
of v  is greater than that of v.
In our model views also have identifiers, and view identifiers
are incremented by one for each new view (see Sect. 2.7.2),
i.e., Property 3.2 holds. However, strictly speaking, this is
not part of our specification.
– Property 3.3 (Initial View Event): Every send, r ecv and
sa f e pr e f i x event occurs within some view.
This property is not ensured by our specification, which
allows a process to execute events without being member of
a group (e.g., before joining a group).
There is only one non-basic safety property in [6]:
– Property 3.4 (Primary Component Membership): There
is a one to one function f from the set of views installed
in the trace to the natural numbers, such that f satisfies
the following property: for every view v with f (v) > 1
there exists a view v  , such that f (v) = f (v  ) + 1, and a
member p of v that installs v in v  (i.e., v is the successor
of v  at process p). This property implies that for every
pair of consecutive views, there is a process that survives
from the first view to the second [6].
Our specification satisfies this property. Consider the first
part of Property 3.4, and let f be defined recursively as
follows: (i) f (v0 ) = 0, (ii) if some process installs view v 
immediately after view v, then f (v  ) = f (v) + 1. By the
Uniform Total Order property GA5, f is indeed a function.
We show by contradiction that the second part of Property
3.4 also holds. Assume for contradiction that there exists
views v and v  such that f (v) = f (v  ) + 1 and that no
process in v  installs v. By definition, v is not the initial view
v0 . By the Initialization property G0, there exists a process
q – different from p – that installs v. Since f (v) = f (v  )+1,
q installs v in view v  .
To summarize, our specification of group membership
implies the relevant safety properties of [6]. The opposite is
not true. For example, the Uniform Integrity property GR3
does not hold in [6], where view changes are not required to
be “justified”.
Note that [6] defines two other group membership safety
properties: Property 4.6 (Transitional Set) and Property 4.7
(Agreement on Successor). However, since these two properties are related to the partitionable membership model, we
do not discuss them here.
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3.2 Multicast safety properties
In [6], the multicast safety properties are split into (1) basic, (2) sending view delivery and weaker alternatives, and
(3) virtual synchrony properties. There are two basic properties:9
– Property 4.1 (Delivery Integrity): For every r ecv event
there is a preceding send event of the same message.
This property corresponds to part (ii) of our Uniform Integrity property R3.
– Property 4.2 (No Duplication): Two different r ecv
events with the same content cannot occur at the same
process.
This corresponds to part (i) of our Uniform Integrity
property R3.
There are two properties in the category sending view
delivery and weaker alternatives:
– Property 4.3 (Sending View Delivery): If a process receives message m in view v, and some process q (possibly p = q) sends m in view v  , then v = v  .
Our specification does not require Sending View Delivery.
This property could be added, but as noticed in [6], Same
View Delivery (see below) is the basic property (rather than
Sending View Delivery).
– Property 4.4 (Same View Delivery): If processes p and
q both receive message m, they receive m in the same
view.
This property is ensured by our Uniform Same View
Delivery property R4.
Three properties are given in the category virtual synchrony, but only one is relevant to the primary partition
model:
– Property 4.5 (Virtual Synchrony): If processes p and q
install the same view v in the same previous view v  , then
any message received by p in v  is also received by q
in v  .
In [6], by the Self Inclusion property, if p and q install views
v and v  , then p and q are in v and v  . Our specification does
not prevent a g-faulty process to install a view to which it
does not belong. If we assume that p and q are in v and v  ,
then our specification satisfies the Virtual Synchrony property.
Consider processes p and q that install view v in view v  ,
and message m delivered (rdelivered or adelivered) by p in
view v  . If q is in v and v  , and q installs view v, according
to our definition, q is v  -correct. Since p has delivered m
in view v  , by the Uniform Agreement property R2 and the
Uniform Same View Delivery property R4, q also delivers
m in view v  .
9

As in Sect. 3.1, we give only the informal specification.

To summarize, our specifications imply the properties of
[6], except for “sending view delivery”. The opposite is also
true: the specifications in [6] imply our safety properties R3
and R4.

3.3 Ordering and reliability properties
The ordering and reliability properties in [6] are split into
FIFO multicast, causal multicast, and total order multicast.
Since we do not consider FIFO order and causal order, we
discuss only the total order multicast category:
Property 6.5 (Strong Total Order): There is a timestamp
function f such that messages are received at all processes
in an order consistent with f .
Property 6.7 (Reliable Total Order): There exists a timestamp function f such that if a process p receives a message
m  , and messages m and m  were sent in the same view, and
f (m) < f (m  ), then q receives m before m  .
Reliable Total Order requires processes to deliver messages in the same order if they were sent in the same view.
Note that Strong Total Order and Reliable Total Order are
incomparable. Our specification, by the Uniform Total Order property A5, implies the Strong Total Order property:
messages are delivered in the same order even if they were
sent in different views.

3.4 Liveness properties
The liveness properties of [6] related to group membership
are difficult to compare to our specifications. This is because events that trigger view changes do not appear in the
specification of [6]. For example, our Validity property GR1
and our Uniform Agreement property GR2 do not hold in
[6]. Even the weaker non-uniform version of GR2 does not
hold.
Concerning message multicast, we can make the following observations. Whereas [6] requires the properties to hold
only in runs in which there exists a stable component and
the failure detector behaves like 3P , our properties do not
require such a condition. This makes it difficult to formally
compare the two specifications.

3.5 Discussion
The comparison has shown strong similarities between our
new specifications and those in [6] that are relevant in the
primary partition model. The main difference is with respect
to liveness properties, which in [6] are required to hold
only if the system stabilizes. Our liveness properties, which
are expressed much like in [14], do not depend on such a
condition.
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4 Solving atomic multicast with membership changes
Giving new specifications without addressing the issue of
solvability is not satisfactory. This is the purpose of this section, which shows how to solve the atomic multicast problem
with membership changes. The solution also trivially solves
the reliable multicast problem, however inefficiently. An improved (and more complex) solution for reliable multicast is
discussed in Sect. 5.
Since atomic multicast and group membership require
a strong form of agreement, and the FLP impossibility result [10] shows that agreement cannot be built on
top of weak communication primitives in asynchronous
systems, we solve static atomic multicast over a basic
layer solving consensus. Moreover, since our specification of group membership is close to the specification
of atomic multicast, we simply solve group membership
using static atomic multicast. The solution is given by
Algorithm 1.
Note that our solution is derived from existing solutions
and ideas. The idea of implementing total order by reduction to consensus has been described in [4]. Algorithm 1
is derived from this solution (we explain below the differences). Using total order broadcast to solve the group membership problem was already proposed in [18]. However,
the solution does not separate atomic broadcast/multicast
from its use to change the membership as clearly as in our
solution. The idea of using total order to solve the group
membership problem appears also in [15], where it is suggested to consider the membership as part of the state managed by a state machine (i.e., a membership change appears
as a state change). Finally, a related idea, which consists
of solving the group membership directly by reduction to
consensus, instead of indirectly as done here, was proposed
in [17].
4.1 System model
The definitions in Sect. 2.2 are related to the specification of
reliable/atomic multicast and group membership. The issue
was not solvability, which is a different issue.10 We give now
the system model that we assume to address the solvability
issue. With respect to communication, we assume reliable
channels, defined by the primitives send(m) and receive(m),
which have the following properties: (i) if process q receives
message m from p, then p has sent m to q (no creation), (ii)
q receives m from p at most once (no duplication), and (iii)
if p sends m to q, and q is correct, then q eventually receives
m (no loss).
We also assume a consensus-oracle that solves consensus. The consensus-oracle is defined by propose(k,S,val)
and decide(k,decision). When process p executes propose(k,S,val), the parameter k identifies a specific instance
of consensus, S denotes the set of processes that have to
10 For example, consensus can be specified independently of its solvability.
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reach agreement, and val is p’s initial value. Given instance
k0 of consensus and a set Sk0 , the consensus oracle ensures
the following property. If all processes p in Sk0 that do
not crash execute propose(k0 , Sk0 , val p ), then all those processes eventually decide (Termination), the decision is one
of the initial values val p (Validity), and no two processes
in Sk0 decide differently (Uniform Agreement) [4]. Solving
consensus is discussed for example in [4].
4.2 Algorithm 1: atomic multicast and membership changes
Algorithm 1 consists of four tasks (Task 1 to Task 4) that
execute atomically, and one task (Task 5) consisting of two
atomic blocks, the first corresponding to lines 21–24, the
second to lines 25–37. Algorithm 1 is close to the static
atomic broadcast algorithm in [4] that works as follows. Processes execute a sequence of consensus numbered 1, 2, . . ..
The initial value and the decision of each consensus is a set
of messages. Let adeliverk be the set of messages decided
by consensus #k: (1) the messages in the set adeliverk are
delivered before the messages in the set adeliverk+1 , and (2)
the messages in the set adeliverk are delivered according to
a deterministic function.
The main difference between [4] and our dynamic algorithm is that the sequence of consensus is no more executed
by a constant set of processes. Instead, consensus #k is executed by the processes that are members of the group when
consensus #k is started. The management of this dynamism
requires additional changes. The first change is the introduction of message types, in order to distinguish the atomic
multicast of ordinary messages (messages of type am, lines
12,13 of Algorithm 1), from the multicast of join requests
(messages of type add, lines 14,15), respt. leave requests
(messages of type remove, lines 16,17). The other changes
are the following:
1. Initialization of the joining processes (line 36 and lines
7-8).
2. Line 37, by which p sends the messages received but
not yet delivered (i.e., received p − adeliver ed p ) to the
joining processes.
3. The delivery order, by which messages of type am (line
27) are delivered first, then messages of type r emove
(line 28) and finally messages of type add (line 30).
We explain these three points.
1. Let us denote by vprev the view preceding a view
change, and by vnew the view after the view change. The
initialization allows processes in vnew .S − vprev .S to
initialize their variables, see lines 7-8 (set of processes
joined, view v, set of messages adelivered, counter k
used to identify consensus instances). The last field newProcesses (line 36, line 8) identifies the newly joining
processes. This information is used in line 9, where the
message received in line 8 is sent to the set newProcesses. Line 9 is needed in the case all processes in
vprev .S − vnew .S crash before or during execution of
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Algorithm 1 Atomic multicast and membership change (code of process p)
1: Variables:
2: v
3:
joined
4: k
5: r eceived, adeliver ed

{current view; notation: v ≡ (v.id, v.S)}
{set of processes that have joined the group}
{integer used to identify the different instances of consensus}
{set of messages received, respt. adelivered}

6: Initialization:
7: r eceived ← ∅
8: wait until init1-r eceive( joined, v, adeliver ed, k, new Pr ocesses)
9: init1-send( joined, v, adeliver ed, k, new Pr ocesses) to new Pr ocesses
10: execute init v
11: Once Initialization done:
12:
13:

To execute amulticast(m):
send(am, m) to v.S

{Task 1}

14:
15:

To execute join-inv(x):
send(add, x) to v.S

{Task 2}

16:
17:

To execute leave-inv(x):
send(r emove, x) to v.S

{Task 3}

18:
19:
20:

upon r eceive(t ype, m) for the first time :
if sender (m) = p then send(t ype, m) to v.S
r eceived ← r eceived ∪ {(t ype, m)}

{Task 4}

21:
22:
23:
24:

upon r eceived − adeliver ed = ∅ :
k ←k+1
a undeliver ed ← r eceived − adeliver ed
pr opose(k, v.S, a undeliver ed)

{Task 5}

25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

wait until decide(k, adeliver k )
pr evV iew ← v
for all messages (am, m) in adeliver k in some deterministic order: adeliver (m)
for all messages (r emove, x) in adeliver k in some deterministic order:
if (x ∈ v.S) then leave-exec(x)
{view v becomes (v.id+1, v.S − {x})}
for all messages (add, x) in adeliver k in some deterministic order:
if (x ∈
/ joined) then join-exec(m)
{view v becomes (v.id+1, v.S ∪ {x})}
adeliver ed ← adeliver ed ∪ adeliver k
if pr evV iew = v then
new Pr ocesses ← v.S − pr evV iew.S
joined ← joined ∪ new Pr ocesses
init1-send( joined, v, adeliver ed, k, new Pr ocesses) to new Pr ocesses
if p ∈ v.S then ∀(t ype, m) ∈ (r eceived − adeliver ed) : send(t ype, m) to new Pr ocesses

line 36: it ensures that if one newly joining process terminates its initialization, then all joining processes do so
unless they crash.
2. Line 37 is for Validity R1 (respt. GR1): if a g-correct
process executes amulticast(m), then it eventually adelivers m. Consider a process p executing
amulticast(m) (line 12) in view v. To guarantee that m
is eventually adelivered by p, there must exist a view
v  in which for all non crashed processes q, we have
m ∈ receivedq . For this purpose, whenever the view
changes, if p is in the new view, it sends the messages
received but not yet delivered to the joining processes
(line 37) (if p is not in the new view, p is g-faulty, i.e.,
the Validity property is trivially ensured).

3. In each batch adeliverk , messages of type am are
delivered before messages of type add or remove for
the following reason. Let consensus #k be executed by
the processes in the current view v = (i, { p, q}), and
let adeliverk = {(add, r ), (am, m)} be the decision.
Consider the following two options:
(i) delivery of (add,r) followed by the delivery of
(am, m), or
(ii) delivery of (am, m) followed by the delivery of
(add,r).
In case (i), the new view v  = (i + 1, { p, q, r }) is first
installed, and m is delivered in the new view v  . According to
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the specification (property R2), process r must also deliver
m, which requires a special mechanism. In case (ii), m is
delivered in view v, and then the new view v  is installed.
Here r does not have to deliver m. Delivering messages of
type am before messages of type add or remove makes the
solution simpler.
The simplicity argument also leads us to deliver messages of type remove before messages of type add: with
this solution, the newly joining processes do not have to
start by executing leave-exec() actions. Finally, consider the
case of two joining processes r and s, where r is added before s, i.e., we have (i+1, { p, q, r }) and (i + 2, { p, q, r, s}).
Formally, after the initialization of r , process r should execute join-exec(s). With our solution, r and s both install
(i + 2, { p, q, r, s}) as their initial view. However, according
to Remark 3 at the end of Sect. 2.7.3, the two solutions are
equivalent.

4.3 Algorithm 2: Group initialization
Algorithm 2 is the code to be executed when initializing
some group g. First the initial view v0 is defined (line 2),
and then the group state of processes in view v0 is initialized
by the message sent at line 3.

Algorithm 2 Group initialization
1: Group initialization:
2: v0 ← (0, any subset of )
3: init1-send(v0 .S, v0 , ∅, 0, v0 .S) to v0 .S

4.4 Proof of atomic multicast
We prove in this section that Algorithm 1 solves atomic multicast defined by the properties R1-R4 and A5.
Lemma 1
Let a undeliveredkp denote the value of a undelivered p when
p executes propose(k, v.S, −), let adeliveredkp denote the
value of adelivered p when p executes propose(k, v.S, −),
and let v kp denote the view of p when p executes
propose(k, v.S, −). For two processes p and q and all
k ≥ 1:
1. If adeliveredkp and adeliveredqk are both defined, then we
have adeliveredkp = adeliveredqk .
2. If v kp and vqk are both defined, then we have v kp = vqk .
3. If a undeliveredkp is defined, for any message m ∈
a undeliveredkp , if q is g-correct and q is in v, then eventually m ∈ receivedq or m ∈ adeliveredq .
4. If p executes propose(k, v.S, −), then if q is v-correct, it
eventually executes propose(k, v.S, −).
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5. If, after propose(k, v.S, −), p adelivers messages in
adeliverkp , then q v-correct eventually adelivers messages in adeliverqk , and adeliverkp = adeliverqk .11 , 12
Proof The proof is by simultaneous induction on (1), (2),
(3), (4) and (5).13
Base step (1): (1) trivially holds, since adeliver ed 1p =
adeliver edq1 = ∅.
Base step (2): (2) also trivially holds, since v 1p = vq1 = v0 .
Base step (3): We now show that (3) holds for k = 1. If
m ∈ a undeliver ed 1p , since adeliver ed p = ∅, p has received m at line 18. Since q is in v, p has sent m to q at line
19. If q is g-correct (and so correct), since channels are reliable, q eventually receives m, and inserts m in r eceivedq
(line 20).
Base step (4): We next show that if p executes
pr opose(1, v0 .S, −), then q that is v-correct eventually executes pr opose(1, v0 .S, −). We distinguish two cases: (i)
v0 is not the last view of q; (ii) v0 is the last view of q. In
case (i), by definition q installs a view after v0 . So q must
have executed pr opose(1, v0 .S, −).
Case (ii): If v0 is the last view of q, then q is v0 correct is equivalent to q is g-correct. If p executes
pr opose(1, v0 .S, −), then r eceived p must contain some
message m. If q never executes pr opose(1, v0 .S, −),
r eceivedq remains empty (since adeliver edq is initially
empty). A contradiction with (3). Thus, q eventually executes Task 5 and pr opose(1, v0 .S, −).
Base step (5): Finally, we show that if p adelivers messages
in adeliver ed 1p , then q that is v-correct eventually adelivers messages in adeliverq1 , and adeliver 1p = adeliverq1 .
From the algorithm, if p adelivers messages in adeliver 1p ,
it previously executed pr opose(1, v.S, −). From part (4)
of the lemma, all v-correct processes eventually execute
pr opose(1, v.S, −). By termination and uniform integrity
of consensus, every process that is v-correct eventually
executes decide(1, adeliver 1 ) and adelivers messages in
adeliver 1 . By uniform agreement of consensus, all processes that execute decide(1, adeliver 1 ) do so with the
same value adeliver 1 .
Induction step (1): We assume that the lemma holds for all
1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1 and show that adeliver ed lp = adeliver edql .
We consider three cases: (i) v is not the initial view of p nor
of q, (ii) v is the initial view of p only, and (iii) v is the initial
view of p and q.
Case (i) By line 32, for k > 1 we have adeliver ed kp =
∪ adeliver k−1
and the same for q. By the
adeliver ed k−1
p
p
induction hypothesis of part (1) of this lemma we have
adeliverkp is the decision value of p following propose(k, v.S, −),
not to be confused with adeliveredkp .
12 To simplify the notation adeliver means here adeliver (line 27),
leave-exec (line 29) and join-exec (line 31).
13 The proof of (4) and (5) is adapted from [4].
11
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adeliver ed l−1
= adeliver edql−1 . By the induction hyp
=
pothesis of part (5) of this lemma we have adeliver l−1
p
l−1
l
adeliverq . Together we have that adeliver ed p =
adeliver edql .
Case (ii) By line 36 there exists some process r for
which v is not the initial view, such that adeliver ed lp =
adeliver edrl . By case (i), we have that adeliver edrl =
adeliver edql , and so adeliver ed lp = adeliver edql .
Case (iii) By line 36 there exists processes r and s
(possibly r = s) for which v is not the initial view,
such that adeliver ed lp = adeliver edrl and adeliver edql
= adeliver edsl . By case (i) we have adeliver edrl =
adeliver edsl . Together we have that adeliver ed lp =
adeliver edql .
Induction step (2): We now show that vlp = vql . By the
induction hypothesis of part (2) and (5), we have (i)
vl−1
= vql−1 and (ii) adeliver l−1
= adeliverql−1 . By (ii),
p
p
the view changes applied by p to vl−1
are the same as the
p
view changes applied by q to vql−1 . Together with (i), we
have vlp = vql .
Induction step (3): We now show that (3) holds for l. We
consider three cases: (i) a undeliver ed l−1
not defined, (ii)
p
defined
and
m
∈
/
a
undeliver
ed l−1
a undeliver ed l−1
p
p , and
l−1
(iii) a undeliver ed p defined and m ∈ a undeliver ed l−1
p .
Case (i) Here view v is the initial view of p. In this case, p
has received m in view v, and has sent m to all processes in
v (line 19), including to q. Since q is g-correct, eventually
m ∈ r eceivedq .
Case (ii) Since m ∈
/ a undeliver ed l−1
p , by the definition
l−1
of a undeliver ed p , p has received m either in view v or
in view vl−1
p . If p has received m in view v, it has sent m
to all processes in v, including to q. Since q is g-correct,
eventually m ∈ r eceivedq . If p has received m in view
vl−1
and q in vl−1
p
p , by the same argument, eventually
m ∈ r eceivedq . If p has received m in view vl−1
p and q not
l−1
in v p , then v is the initial view of q. If m ∈ adeliver l−1
p ,
then p sends m to q at line 36, and since q is g-correct,
eventually m ∈ adeliver edq . If m ∈
/ adeliver l−1
p , since
m ∈ r eceived p , then p sends m to q at line 37, and since q
is g-correct, eventually m ∈ r eceivedq .
l−1
Case (iii) Consider view vl−1
p . If q in v p , the result follows
immediately from the induction hypothesis. If q not in vl−1
p ,
then v is the initial view of q, and we can apply the same
reasoning as in case (ii).
If m ∈ adeliver l−1
p , then p sends m to q at line 36, and
since q is g-correct, eventually m ∈ adeliver edq . If m ∈
/
adeliver l−1
,
since
m
∈
r
eceived
,
then
p
sends
m
to
q
at
p
p
line 37, and since q is g-correct, eventually m ∈ r eceivedq .
Induction step (4): We show that if p executes
pr opose(l, v.S, −), then q that is v-correct eventually
executes pr opose(l, v.S, −). If v is not the last view of q,
then by definition q installs a view after v, i.e., executes
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pr opose(l, v.S, −). So let us assume that v is the last view
of q.
We prove the result by contradiction. Assume that
q never executes pr opose(l, v.S, −). When p executes
pr opose(l, v.S, −), r eceived p must contain some message
m that is not in adeliver ed p . Thus m is not in adeliver ed lp .
From part (1) of this lemma, adeliver ed lp = adeliver edql .
So m is not in adeliver edql .
By part (3) of this lemma, since a undeliver ed lp is defined, m ∈ a undeliver ed lp and q v-correct, eventually
/ adeliver edql , there is a
m ∈ r eceivedq in view v. Since m ∈
time after which the condition r eceived −adeliver ed p = ∅
that triggers Task 5 (line 21) becomes true in view v for q.
So q eventually executes Task 5 and pr opose(l, v.S, −). A
contradiction.
Induction step (5): We now show that if p adelivers messages in adeliver lp , then q adelivers messages in adeliverql
and adeliver lp = adeliverql . Since p adelivers messages
in adeliver lp , it must have executed pr opose(l, v.S, −).
By part (4) of this lemma, all v-correct processes eventually
execute pr opose(l, v.S, −). If v is not the last view of q,
then by definition q eventually installs a view after v, i.e.,
executes decide(l, −). If v is the last view of q, then q
is v-correct is equivalent to q is g-correct. By termination
of consensus, q eventually executes decide(l, −) and
adelivers messages in adeliverql . By uniform agreement of
consensus, all processes that execute decide(l, adeliver l )
do so with the same adeliver l . So adeliver lp =
2
adeliverql .
Lemma 2 The Uniform Agreement property of atomic
multicast is satisfied.
Proof We prove that if process p adelivers message m
in view v, then all processes that are v-correct eventually adeliver m. So assume that p adelivers m in view
v. By line 27 (messages of type am are adeliver ed
before messages of type add or r emove), no message
is adelivered by any process in view v before the first
execution of pr opose(k, view.S, −) where view = v. So,
if p adelivers m in view v, this happens after p has executed
pr opose(k, v.S, −). By Lemma 1 part (5), q eventually
adelivers m.
2
Lemma 3 The Uniform Total Order property of atomic
multicast is satisfied.
Proof Immediate from Lemma 1 part (5), and the fact that
processes adeliver messages in each batch in the same
deterministic order.
2
Lemma 4 The Validity property of atomic multicast is
satisfied.
Proof 14 We have to prove that if a g-correct process
executes amulticast(m), then it eventually adelivers m.
14

Adapted from [4].
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The proof is by contradiction. Suppose a g-correct process
p amulticasts m in view vi0 , but never adelivers m. By
Lemma 2 no process ever adelivers m.
At line 13 or 19, p sends m to all processes in view vi0 .
Let vi0 , vi1 , vi2 , . . ., vilast , be the sequence of views of p after
it has amulticast m. The sequence is finite, since the set 
is finite (Sect. 2.2), and a process can be added and removed
from the view at most once. Since m is never adelivered by
p, for all the views vi j , i 0 ≤ i j ≤ i last , message m is never
in the decision adeliver k of any consensus. By line 36,
process p sends m to all processes in vi1 − vi0 , vi2 − vi1 ,
. . ., vilast − vilast−1 . So p sends m to all processes in vilast , and
every vilast -correct process q eventually receives m and inserts it in r eceivedq . Since processes never adeliver m, they
never insert m in adeliver ed. Thus for every vilast -correct
process q, there is a time after which m is permanently in
r eceivedq − adeliver edq . From Algorithm 1 and Lemma 1
part (4), there is a k1 such that for all l ≥ k1 , all vilast -correct
processes execute pr opose(l, vilast .S, −), and they do so
with sets that always include m.
Since all faulty processes eventually crash, there is
a k2 such that no faulty process, and so no g-faulty process, executes pr opose(l, vilast .S, −) with l ≥ k2 . Let
k = max(k1 , k2 ). Since all vilast-correct processes execute pr opose(k, vilast .S, −), by termination and uniform
agreement of consensus, all vilast-correct processes execute
decide(k, adeliver k ) with the same adeliver k . By uniform validity of consensus, some process q has executed
pr opose(k, vilast .S, adeliver k ). From our definition of k,
adeliver k contains m. Thus all vilast -correct processes,
including p, adeliver m. A contradiction that concludes the
proof.
2
Lemma 5 The Uniform Integrity property of atomic multicast is satisfied.
Proof Same argument as in the proof in [4].

2

Lemma 6 The Uniform Same View Delivery property of
atomic multicast is satisfied.
Proof We have to prove that if two g-correct process p and
q adeliver m in view v p (for p) and in v q (for q), then
v p = v q . The result follows immediately from Lemma 1
part (5), which holds for messages of type am, as well as
for messages of type add and r emove, and from the fact
that processes adeliver messages in each batch in the same
deterministic order (line 27).
2
Theorem 1 Algorithm 1 solves atomic multicast.
Proof Follows directly from Lemma 2 to Lemma 6.

2

4.5 Proof of group membership
The proof of the group membership properties G0,
GR1–GR4 and GA5 are straightforward. Properties GR1,

GR2, GR4, GA5 follow immediately from the corresponding properties R1, R2, R4, A5 of atomic multicast. The
first part of GR3 – ∀ p, every g-correct process q executes
join-exec( p) (respt. leave-exec( p)) at most once – follows
from lines 31 (respt. line 29) of Algorithm 1. The second part of GR3 – ∀ p, every g-correct process q executes
join-exec( p) (respt. leave-exec( p)) only if join-inv( p) (respt. leave-inv( p)) was previously invoked – follows from
R3.
We discuss now G0. For the processes in the initial view
v0 , the property of the initial view follows trivially from
the initialization algorithm (Algorithm 2). For the other processes, the property of the initial view follows from the lines
31 and 36 of Algorithm 1.

4.6 Practical issues
4.6.1 Evaluation of the solution
We now briefly evaluate our atomic multicast algorithm.
The evaluation can be done from various points of view: (1)
efficiency of the algorithm compared to a non uniform solution, (2) efficiency of the algorithm compared to a solution
based on a group membership service, (3) robustness of the
algorithm. We also discuss possible optimizations of the
algorithm.
Uniform vs. non uniform algorithm. As already observed
in Sect. 2.9, the above algorithm, which solves the uniform
atomic multicast problem, is less efficient than a non
uniform algorithm. However, non uniform algorithms also
have drawbacks: they may lead to an inconsistent system
state (see Sect. 2.9).
Atomic broadcast: Group membership or failure detector
based solution. In a recent study, Urbán et al. [28] compare
the performance of (1) the atomic broadcast algorithm of
[4] when consensus is solved using the Chandra-Toueg
3S rotating coordinator algorithm, with (2) the performance of a (uniform) atomic broadcast algorithm based
on group membership (the algorithm uses a sequencer;
if the sequencer process is suspected, it is removed from
the group by the membership service, and a new process
becomes the sequencer). Since the above algorithm is
close to the atomic broadcast algorithm of [4], the results of [28] can directly be reused to evaluate the above
solution. These results, obtained by simulation, show
the latency as a function of the throughput for various
scenarios: (1) normal-steady, i.e., the performance with no
crashes nor failure suspicions, (2) crash-steady, i.e., the
performance in the steady state long after a crash, (3)
suspicion-steady, i.e., the performance with wrong failure
suspicions, and (4) crash-transient, i.e., the performance
immediately after a crash. In the normal-steady scenario, the two algorithms have the same performance. In
the crash-steady scenario, the group membership based
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algorithm performs slightly better. In the suspicion-steady
and in the crash-transient scenarios, the failure detector
based algorithm outperforms the group membership based
algorithm.
The results of the suspicion-steady scenario show a very
important property of algorithms based on failure detectors
compared to algorithms based on group membership: better
performance in the case of wrong failure suspicions (which
can happen frequently whenever the failure detection timeout has been set to a value close to the average message
transmission delay, to ensure a short crash detection time).
Indeed, upon a false failure suspicion, an algorithm based on
group membership performs two costly operations: removal
of the suspected process from the group, followed by a join
of the same process.
While an atomic broadcast algorithm does not “require”
a group membership service, it may nevertheless be necessary at some point to remove a silent process, in order to
get back system resources, e.g., buffer space. However, it is
better to base this removal on the base of system resources,
rather than on timeouts [5].
Robustness of the solution. Tolerating wrong failure suspicions can not only improve the efficiency of the algorithm,
it also leads to a very robust algorithm. In [27], the atomic
broadcast algorithm of [4] has been evaluated on a cluster
of PCs under extreme conditions for the case n = 3 (three
replicas): very high load of atomic broadcasts (10 000
per second) and a very small timeout value, approaching
the resolution of the clock (1 ms). The algorithm always
terminated, even under these extreme conditions. Since
our atomic multicast algorithm is close to the atomic
broadcast algorithm of this experiment, it has the same
robustness.
Optimizations. Can the performance of our atomic multicast algorithm be improved? Some solutions have been proposed in the literature. [15] suggests to increase the parallelism among the different atomic broadcast instances.
[2] explores another solution, in which there is uncertainty
among the participants to consensus. However, experiments
are needed to understand the performance gain that can actually be obtained by these techniques. Indeed, the time
complexity or message complexity of an algorithm are not
necessarily good predictors of its real performance [26].
Typically, time complexity ignores contention on the network and contention on the CPU (for sending or receiving
messages).
4.6.2 About reliable channels
Despite the fact that in Sect. 4.1 we assume reliable channels
(an assumption common to many papers, e.g., [4]), our solution does not exclude link failures and network partitions. To
do so, an implementation must provide a low level layer that
implements reliable channels over (fair) lossy links. Does
TCP provide such a layer? Not really. Indeed, consider a pro-
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cess p on node n p that executes send(m) to a correct process
q located on a different node n q . After the TCP send function returns on p, there is no guarantee that m will eventually
be received by q. For example, if node n p crashes while m
is in the TCP buffer on n p , and has not yet been sent to q,
then m is lost.
From a practical point of view, the adequate abstraction
is the quasi-reliable channel, where the “no loss” property
of Sect. 4.1 is replaced with the following weaker “no loss”
property: if p sends m to q, and q as well as p are correct, then q eventually receives m.15 Algorithm 1 remains
correct with quasi-reliable channels instead of reliable channels. The same holds for the Chandra-Toueg 3S consensus
algorithm.
A quasi-reliable channel from p to q can be opened
on p using the primitive open-qr-channel(q), and closed
by the primitive close-qr-channel(q) (qr stands for quasireliable). These two primitives are related as follows to
the view change mechanism. Whenever p installs a new
view v that includes some new process q, then p invokes
open-qr-channel(q); whenever p installs a new view v from
which some process q is removed, then p invokes closeqr-channel(q). By executing close-qr-channel(q), the channel between p and q looses its quasi-reliable property: any
message sent by p but not yet received by q might get
lost.

5 Solving reliable multicast with membership changes
5.1 Thrifty solution
In this section we discuss the solution of reliable multicast. As already noted, a trivial solution is obtained by using
atomic multicast to solve reliable multicast:
– upon rmulticast(m), execute amulticast(m);
– upon adeliver(m), execute rdeliver(m).
This solution is however unnecessarily costly, since the
consensus oracle is used in every run, although it is obviously not needed in runs in which join-inv and leave-inv are
not called. We want a cheaper solution that satisfies the following thriftiness properties (adapted from [1]):
– If join-inv and leave-inv are not invoked, then the consensus oracle is never used.
– If there is a time after which join-inv and leave-inv are no
more invoked, then there is a time after which the consensus oracle is no more used.
A reliable multicast solution that satisfies these two
properties is said to be thrifty with respect to the consen15

Actually, TCP does not provide this abstraction, since a TCP connection can be broken even though the two endpoints have not crashed.
However, TCP can easily be extended to provide the semantics of
quasi-reliable channels, see [9].
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sus oracle. Such a solution can be obtained by using generic
multicast (instead of atomic multicast).
5.2 Generic multicast vs. generic broadcast
We define generic multicast (or dynamic generic broadcast)
as the dynamic extension of the (static) generic broadcast
group communication primitive [1, 20, 21]. Generic broadcast is a flexible primitive defined by gbroadcast, gdeliver
and parametrized by a (symmetric and non-reflexive) conflict relation on the set of messages: conflicting messages
are delivered in the same order on all processes, while nonconflicting messages may be delivered in any order. Our
conflict relation is the following: view change messages (of
type add or r emove) conflict with all other messages, while
reliable multicast messages (of type r m) do not conflict with
other reliable multicast messages. So reliable multicast messages are ordered with respect to view change messages, but
not with respect to other reliable multicast messages.
Generic broadcast (static) is formally defined by the
properties of (static) reliable broadcast (Validity, Uniform
Agreement, Uniform Integrity) and the following Uniform
Generalized Order property:
– Uniform Generalized Order: If messages m and m 
conflict, and some process (whether correct or faulty)
gdelivers messages m before it gdelivers message m  ,
then a process gdelivers m  only after it has gdelivered
m.
We define (dynamic) generic multicast similarly. The
primitives gmulticast and gdeliver are defined by the properties R1 – R4 of reliable multicast and the following Modified
Uniform Generalized Order property:
– Modified Uniform Generalized Order: If messages m and
m  conflict, and some process (whether g-correct or gfaulty) gdelivers messages m in view v before it gdelivers
message m  , then every process p in v gdelivers m  only
after it has gdelivered m.
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– leave-inv(x) translates to gmulticast(r emove, x), where
r emove is the type of the message.
Messages of type r m do not conflict with themselves,
but conflict with messages of type add and r emove, while
messages of type add and r emove conflict with all messages. With this conflict relation, view change messages are
ordered (1) with respect to other view change messages, and
(2) with respect to reliable multicast messages. (1) ensures
the GM Uniform Total Order property GA5, and (2) ensures
the Uniform Same View Delivery property R4.
6 Conclusion
The paper has brought a new insight to the specification of
dynamic reliable broadcast – called reliable multicast – and
dynamic atomic broadcast – called atomic multicast. The
specifications that we have given in this paper are simple and
close to those of static group communication. This shows
that the gap between static and dynamic group communication can be made very small.
The paper has also given another perspective on the
implementation of dynamic group communication. While
group membership has almost universally been considered
to be the basic layer of a group communication infrastructure, the paper proposes a different – and probably simpler
– solution, in which atomic multicast is the basic layer – on
top of which group membership can easily be solved, an idea
that already appears in [15] and [18].
Incidentally, the paper shows that, contrary to a common
belief, it is not the ability to force processes to become faulty
(or g-faulty) by excluding them from the group that alone allows to exploit non uniform specifications. The exploitation
of non uniform specifications requires the ability to force
processes to become faulty (or g-faulty) to be under the control of the atomic broadcast algorithm.
To summarize, the paper has shown that the specification
and the implementation of dynamic group communication
can be simple, i.e., easily understood. This should contribute
to clarify a topic that has always been difficult to understand
by outsiders.

5.3 Thrifty solution based on generic multicast
In the same way as the atomic broadcast algorithm of [4] has
been adapted to solve atomic multicast (see Algorithm 1),
the thrifty generic broadcast algorithms of [1] can be adapted
to provide a thrifty solution for generic multicast.16 Using
this solution, reliable multicast is easy to solve:
– rmulticast(m) translates to gmulticast(r m, m), where r m
is the type of the message;
– join-inv(x) translates to gmulticast(add, x), where add is
the type of the message;
16

The algorithms in [1] are thrifty with respect to the atomic broadcast oracle. In these algorithms, calls to the atomic broadcast oracle need to be replaced with calls to our atomic multicast algorithm
(Algorithm 1), which invokes the consensus oracle.
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